
To Quin Shea from “arold Weisberg re: Jf& assass sination records, 6/8/79 
PA reyuests, appeals on both and LR CA TVI- 19. 

Section 178 of 62-109060 includes a number of records relating to my renewal and 

amplification of the information request of C.d. 2301-70. My 11/27/74 letter to the AG 

is Serial 7147. (Attached, as are other eécords cited.) Mew Cae w C4 75-226. : 
These are important records to me. The notes added also are important. It is obvious 

from the poor quality of the xeroming that this is a remote gipasuiten COLys One of the 

inevitable consequences is that the notes are illegible. | 

4s will be seen there was filing in other files. All these records are Alas paved 

nent to my PA request. I therefore ask for copies of all records from all files. By this 

I mean to include all Divisions also, like the Laboratory Division. 

With all the time that has elapsed since I filed my PA request and with the hintendtt 
CC.4, 75222 yy 

that Palen now berore the ap.eals court and particulurly because of traditional FBI ' 

withholdings of relevant records that I get only with difficulty and when the Department 

Can and does argue the "séttled judgement" principle I ‘hope you will have the proper a 

searches and compliance from the records both made promptly. 

This first record may actually be 7147X. Fron the elimination of part of the natorial: 

-on the len. side of ire parare fs not possible to be certain. This is true of omer ee 

attachments = I therefore also ask for complete COplese xs 

Because it represents a part of the request that has not been complied with daca 

you fettention particularly to the language I employed in the last paragraph, where the 
tele ee 

request includes all inforna zon EHS various objects said to have been in contact with 

then," referring to bullets allegedly fired during the addassination. I have ‘recently seen 

for the first time several FEI records leaving it beyond doubt that the FBI has material 

of this description, knew it, withheld it through the litigation, including discovery, and 

as of today continues to withhold it. 

I have sete PBI practise of shifting records to other files and then withholding 

thette This has happened with T147, which was to an FOIA/PA file, 190-1813X. When 
("Changed to" sheet allan Ata) 

this Wagar was done appears to be significant.” & was on 6/2/77.That it two and a‘half years 

later and just ‘io hap,.cns to ba the approxinat ¢ e time of belated searching in response



to my PA request. (I believe that if it were not for the situation in ae 15=—1996 at. 

that tic and the relevance of some PA records in that case there ee have been the then 
. belated search either.) 

With regard to this and the other records it is ie recollection that after all these 

years there — been no compliance by other Departmental components, As these records 2 

show, copie: were routed to various components, including of the FBI, 

The F8I's response of 12/19/74 carries evasiveness and indirection ow proper 

identification of my request. It bears a dgte and could have been identified, if the PBI 

had to be lazy about identification, at least ~ the date it bearse Instead the FBI 

refers to what nobody else can know the meaning of, a letter it received on 12 6; 
it ‘Oud cratering 4 Fouls 

without even the year being given. “his method of trez eating FOIA/PA requests/{s not without 

        

its reward. The initials of the one who drafted the letter for the Director's signature 

coincide with those of the one who is now head of the FOIA/PA branch. 

In addition to the Division in which THB was employed there are copies in the Adame, 

White and ““intz components. (White was Lab) The record referred to in the note appears to 

be Serial 7149X, which follous. 

The illegible and ae aii notations indicate other distribution and filing. 

One appears to be another S ae notation on the side refers to a record of 5/22/75. 

As provided to me the copy of my 11 [27/74 letter is not attached to this copy of 7149X. 

Any notes added to the supposedly attached copy could have Significance. 

Legal counsel began the rewriting of my request while simultaneously underinf orming 

and I think it might be said misleading lr. Adams, iy peques is by no means limited to 
. 7he citing ” 

"analyses made for the Warren Commission." of a rehash of the alleged history 
. while om n4 thaty 

of = prior case at the Supreme Coi urt; wheacthe Congress cited it as a reason for amending 

is investigatory files exemption, is to lead Mr. Adams and the Director to believe, regard— 

less of ot}i: language in the memo, that the original denial was proper and within the Acte 

| Legal counsel is explicit, howevery in stating that none of the exemptions to the 

amended Act "ap ear applicable" to my requeste ees wut is recommended appears to 

limit all searches to the Lab, which means to automatically eliminate relevant records.



Whatever is represented by "Office, 7133" shoulda be included in the ‘searches required : 3 

for compliance, from the inclusion on Serial 7156, the memo from M.E.Williams to Mr. Whites is 

This appears to be a duplicate lab filing, so I believe unsearched Lab records are involved. 

(While with the prior records aca gal his routed to Lab SA Fragior, in this case it is to. . 

_ SA Cunningham.) M.E.Williams is thors who provided the mileading and non=res ponsive “ee? * 

not false affidavit on whch the Department prevailed in C.A. 2301~70, 

He is perceptive in the second paragraph, despite the propaganda line that is typical 

but unfactual in it, that what I seek is “available to hin at the National Archives," 

Williams had to lmow this to be untrue. But based on this he recognizes that "his request 

must extend beyond these documents," 

He itemizes "The material available in this case" as of three categories: "1, All the 
background inf ormation and adata accumulated. ook 2. The compositional analyses arrived at 

from calculation of the raw data. 3. The final reports." 

411 information thus described has not been provided. 

4e next states, supposedly, all spectrographic analyses conducted. In this he aniis 

not include concrete, which was subjected to this testing. 

In his description of what the search showed the Lab had there is no reference to 

the destruction of any spectrographic plates or aii samples tested or any of the data. 

e Since then it es been alleged that one plate, Gaturally a coincidence that it is a plate 

of one of the testings of concrete also not mentioned} was destroyed allegedly to save 

perhaps an einen of an inch of file space. Also there is no reference to the lack of any 

records relating to neatron activation analysese It likewise is coincidence that among the 

objects not mentioned as subjected to either testing is the scrapings of glass froin the 

limousite windshield. +t was subjected to both testings and the specimen, which is not 

destroyed by the NAA, since has disapvearede So also have the NAA resulta Supposedly. 

4 suspicious person could give a special interpretation to the uses that could be 

made of the plates and other data: "outside experts" could obtain knowledge from studying 

the materials. This can be interpreted as a hint that the FBI does not Want any outside 

~ rene ed 
experts making any such study. (I remind you again of my request for the plates.)



Bearing further on the known limitation of the search based on which compliance was. 4 me 

sworn to is 4r, Williams reference to the fact that only some of the information sought'as ‘ 

"physically in the Laboratory." Other information is "interspersed in the case file," 

(There is no reference to what he knew was relevant, the Office of Origin records, ) 

Although initially I was given only a few pages his estimate of the number of pages 

involved in the Naa testing is 1,000. This exceeds what in the end I did receive. 

Rather than "final reports" being "available" the FBI took the position that its oye 
ne Lpettre haphic 

couplete report was of 11/23/63, which is prior to w~ of the féSting, and that’ there 

were no "final reports." (this waz wfne one LEA fest. } 

This falsehood, by which ‘ mean knowing and deliberate falsehood, is embodied in 

correspondence with another, unknown to me. Someone from the University of Méssouri 

School of Nedicine asked the Director on 2/25/75 why all files relevant to the spectro~ 

graphic examinations had not been disclosed. The response » Serial 7163, which bears Mr, 

Bresson's initials, represents thet all the results "are contained in an Fat report dated 

Kovember 30, 1963, at Dallas," which "has been furnish« to the National Archives and 

Reference is to the Dallas rehash of the abave—cited 11 7 23/ 63 Leb partial foummary 

of what had been tested to then. This did not include gll spectrographic testing know 

is aveilable to the public." 

to have been performed, aside from its imcompleteness in other respectse There is no 

doubt about THB's intent to deceive und mislead:"We are therefore of the opinion that 

there has been full disclosuresee" 

  

The note includes the basis for the falsehood, "eebased on GEER memorandum dated 

5/28/70 in the Weisberg case." It is not attached at this point. I believe all copies from 

all files now have even greater significance and request that they be searched out and 

provided under this appeal. Among the importances that may not be apparent is the great 

- cost that followed this untruthfulmess, which included untruthfulness to all the courts 

up to and including the Supreme Court. 

THB also wrote the (Not Recorded) 3/21/75 letter to my counsel..It refers to another 

letter not includeil here, that of 3/26 or 5 days later. Copies are filed in 62-115530 and 

what ap ears to be a 100 file. I'd appreiat:: copies of them,pleasee



There has been no compliance from the DAGts files. * “ere a copy to those Hee is indtoatoas 

This is to say that there is additignal indication of DAG cecoine not provided. 

Desiit-te Mr. Williams' estimate of 50 pages relating to spoobhpasiearls records or. 

calculations and of 1,000 relating to NAAs THB enclosed '17 pages of material desortbed 

in my letter m to you dated “arch 26th, plus five pages of documents relating to the: 

curbstone exainationese" . 

That THB intended tid: te be all inclusive is indi: ated in “the note,"We. have’ ERE suly 

SHprayet the release of the 17 pages of naterial which relate to. the spectrographic 

    

neutron activation exaitinations conducted in. the assassination oi the John P Kennedy cases!) 

(It is my recollection that “r. Bresson later provided an affidavit -in meee he 

alleged that I had stated I did not want the NAA data, no doubt the reason I amended the. 

prior 2301-70 request to include ite This is why I add emphasis.) [Sec d plow) > 

This particular copy also is a renote Seuidractd on copy and is unclear. No ee ve : 

3/26 record is included in this file. wee 

For your information, the curbstone testing was not until after the middle of the    
    year after the allegedly full report of 11/23(30)/63. The NAds also were of 1964s. ee : 

Sertal 7175, a cop 8 which was routed to you and Ms. Hauser of the DAG's | otticey : 

is to Dr. John Nichols. = this 4/25/75 letter THB refers to total changes of» te 842460. 

. for the copies provided. This figure does not coincide with any number of pages and af it” 

| includes search charges I recall no partial refund then made to me, He was given copies 

of what had been provided to ne,from other records not included in this file where they 

do apvear to belongs (Many other relevant cdenie also are missing.) The added note is 

as long as the letter. “cither states or identifies the records provided to Nichol 3. 

No Se: ‘dal number can be made out on the 1/29/75 letter Mr. 4esar wrote Mr, Silberman 

relating to ny 1969 request for an inquiry into and records relating to "surveillance on 

him or other intrusions into his life by the " FBI. (I remind you that this is an Item’ 

of my requests in C.A.75-1996.) 

If the copy of the THB 2/27/75 response drafted for the Dorector's signature had been 

of a more remote generation it would be completely illegible. Certainly the FBI can provided 

a clear copy of an original record. While a copy to the Attorney General (still not provided)



can be made out the other designated copy cannot be ascertained. Lt eppea¥s to be toa 

Buffiile the number of which commences rate 4. Neither 4 nor any file of the 40 serias 

appears to have any relevance. 44 is Civil Rights, so perhaps because I raised. questions 

about the FBI's violation of my rights it is so filed, I ask for a complete searching of 

such files in compliance with my PA request and in Velatad could shes in C.A. 7501996. ~ 

From the records + have obtained, which is far from ai1 known to exist, the un- 

truthfulness of the denial can't ba exaggerated: "ssedo not disclose any references to dis. 

semination by us of information concerning him or his Gri tick et of the Warren Commission o 

along the lines indicated in your letter." There is no interpretation of "along the Lines 

indicated in your letter that diminishes the untruthfulness, as you should know from copies — 

I have provided you in connection with prior appealse 

Perhaps the fact that the author was high in the FOIA echelon and now is its eens 

chief may account for continued stonewalling of compliance under my PA request and the 

surveillance Item of pertinence in Cole 75-19966 That there in fact was saree peior a 

to the time of this letter is established by records I sent you recently. 

Copjes are indicated for Messrs Mintz, McCreight and Bresson. Notes added to any of : é | 

those copies would be of possible significance and I specifically ask for these copies and ? 

related records in those files tiat have not been searched in either case, JFK or King, 

or under my PA request. fet any searching that disclosed this record, which is in the . 

FBIHQ JFK assassination fileg,had to disclose these other files to be searched. : 

Most oi the conclusion of the letter is illegible, But, "our files contain absolutely 

no information to substantiate these ee is stated. If you recquire copies of any 

records in addition to those I have already provided to establish the fact that thie : is a 

falseg representation and was known to be false when it was made please let me know.If there 

had been any compliance in any case from the AG's and DAG's files the fact of distribution 

of the defamations would have been apparent. Yan it possibly be that this is what prevented 

the finding of any relevant records in thosefiles? I recall hearing nothing further from 

your office since a 1977 discussion of this with an assistant, Mse Robinsone 

Again the note added .is interesting and discloses both a "main file” on me and a remarkabl



  

   

    

   
     

   

built-in limitation on the search and compliance, Bufore quoting : remind see 2 

from an Assistant Attorney “eneral in charge of. the Criminal Division haa’ Tr wnt 

during clectefnic surveillance of another. I have also sifomoa you of other ¢ he 

other persons that inevitably caused me to bs picked aps ‘Meare is also the ‘Suara; ‘ie ‘ 

other agencies of which the FRI becomes beneficiary. : a 
stented td Boe: 

-Also, perhaps I should explain the reference ‘to the New York tailing, ‘which was: when 

I went to New Yor in connection with the publication of my book on the King assassination, = 

I had injured a leg so I asked a friend to meet me-at the thain to help me with my luge 

gage as far as the Roosevelt Hotel, where I was diayings When he got to Penn Station he 

saw both me and a man following me. He therefore continued to follow us, and that man 
Ze ove.. 

continued wats mee As I*recall now, even when I used at ae is to seek the mam who 
hoa. ‘ome Than: “ as I had expected to provide assistance. The man ites me then~folicmedi=pe onto the suisse Be 

- The concluding sentence of the note added by THB begins "Review of Weisbergts mele eo : 
   

Piles," which establishes that at PETHQ ee and I presume also in what would be Offices 

    of Origin : sé there are thése "main files," in the plural, on mes (Ing 
ago I filed the relevant appeals and you have not acted on thems I have reféred om this 

over and over again in recont months without TeSPONnsee ) There next is disclosure of the’ | 

existence of other means of locating records on’ me, quoted without omisgion: “anda 

all references..." This means that there are other references, to what is not in my 

"main files." The incredible limitation, again quoted without omission, is to "since 196See." 

Thre is no way THB could have consulted any records relating ta me without knowing 

of the many and extremely defamatory records of PReier to 1968 and my lawyer's letter 

makes specific reference to a 1986 record, since obtained in heavily expurgated form. 

Perhaps THB worked his way around that because it is a record of what is denied, distii- 

bution. I, that case it was to President Johnsons Unable to address my work on a facthal 

basis, when attention to it and other books which followed interested the White House the 

FEI resorted to defamation to avoid confrontation on fact. In this it succeeded, deceiving 

and misleading the President himself, 

That this was the clear purpose of the quoted aishonesties is left without doubt by



    

  

what follows, again quoted without omission: "disclosed no Seibiarics of him pins ise ae 

Piect of a surveillance nor any indication of any dissemination pens made along the ‘tines. : 

he makes reference toe" ee eo 

This does not say there was no surveillance of mes ++ says I was not the "subjecte" 

If I was surveilled in any way, and I have provided you with Prost that I neh ‘been: at. - a : 

other times, whether or not I was the "subject" is immaterial. 

  

Now it happens that again during the persed of my book on the King assassination and | 

after “ernard Fensterwald had represented me tin Cede 2301470. aid 118=70° (which is a King — 

case) I went to his office to meet with Mr, Lesar, who. then ‘had no office. of his: OWNe 

re Fensterwald was not an his office and I did not see him, But not long thereafter, 
when he was ak federal cistrict court on another case in which he ies opposed by ADS : 

Werdig Mr. Werdig made reference. to my having been to his office that days spparently 

     
he was fishing about fi rther FOIA H Rested, In any event, it was “news ee! “r Fen 

    _ who thereafter asked me about it,. 

    

   

I know of no way other than as ‘the result of some surveillancefthat Mr,’ W i: 

have obtaieved accurate knowledge that Iwas at Ure Fensterwald's office but inaceurat 
Perh 

, 
ve s oii - 

knowledge of my es in going there ahah by surveillancef of which another Person 

may have been thie ‘Sabieuts "(aside from Ye. qpitoomlas other clients there could hate 

  

been interest in clients of the Cerni firn, whines in the same suite of offices) 2 

Noni toring what I say, my public peg enees » etce, is a form of suyfei lances T u 

have provided you with copies of FBI records of this of prior to 5 i 1968. If I hie st 

also provided you with weoords of this after 1968 and dems before the 1975 date of ee: 

Bresson's letter they are copied and when I work my way to them I will provide them. This ne Fleoct#/ And) Wd the “ynhjeet Will ike’ the FBI's thoroughness in them, xeroxes of even the “yess “Of tapes): : 

One of my purposes in meeting with Mr. Lesar the day Mr. Werding told Mr. Fenstferwala 
I was at his office had to do with CIA surveillance on me. I had learned that it had this 

done by a private agencym. I had also tearned the name of the manager of its Washington 

office. The CIA had, quite belatedly, denied this. I wanted a witness to my effort to 

obtain confirmation of it and asked “‘r. Lesar to be that witness by being on an extension



  

     

  

     

    

Phone. With Mr. Fensterwald not in his office his phone was free end I was permi 

use it, with Mr. lesar on his secretary's phone. During the ; conversation, which ¢ 

  

the manage by surprise, he blurted out that in my field I had "the alltime. ‘track ‘ord 

for the CIA's intorost. I an confident tir. Lesar will remember and confirm ell ‘the dot 
I provide, including what fir. Fensterwald bitte quoted Mr. Werdig as. telling himy 

The original copy of the Not Recorded Serial of 3/24/75, Legal Counsel to Adena, : 

filed elsewhere, the file number helng eliminated in the XerOxinge The initials. of the * 

one who drafted the memo also are obliterated. Them. memo itself refers to a. conference | 

: in,Nr. 5resson's office. 

. There is withheld a record that definitely does exist. Before Asieeiedongs to attend the. 

conference I asked Hr. Lesar to ask the FEI to tape record tha conference because, a oe 
prior experience I was confident the FBI would misrepresent what ‘transpired, 4 2 did: this 3 

in pe In writing the request was refused. ‘And what I anticipated came to TeBSs as as sat 

(fe 
Characteristically it is a self-serving record, as in statine{ 

z believe Will become apparent.’ r f it hasn't already. 

   
 eodved what apparently was Mr. Weisberg's confusion as to whet data, hiee than that which 

had been furnished to the National Archives, was in existence and’ in ‘Possession of the: ¥aL.! : 

In passing I inform you that what "had been furnished to the National Archites" was 

not furnished by the Pur, which had refused to provide even replacements of nissing 

records. The memo here refers to the Warren Commission's records. They were not "@urni shed 

to the National Archives." The Archives is the Commission's. successor. . 

There was neither then nor since any "confusion" in my mind about what the FBI heads 

(Again I emphasize the absnfee of reference to Dallas files the importance of hide: were : . 

‘testified to on deposition by one of the FBI's representatives,*SA Robert A. Frazier. de 

This was legal counsel's laying of a fraudulent basis for what ensued in the litightion 

the FBI knew would be inevitable when Mr. Lesar and I. left the conference. 

| In relation to this I quote from the inst representation of what I. "made specific — 

request for" because it is my recollection that after this conference hr, Bresson provided 

an affidavit in which he stated the diametric opposite:"hey made specific request§for



   
spectrographic and neutron activation materiale. " Specific details follow. But din the, 

eennon exactly the opposite was Presented ‘to a Count. In fact it was stated that 

~ had no interest in the NAA material, and in fact Nee initially withheld. (It is ny 

recollection that an uncollati:d mass: of it was hand delivered to my. obutisad at. his home - 

tis ‘night of the last working ie before a motion for: summary judgement was. to be selene 

The beginning of the second age y which is. ‘predicated on the delivery to me of all 

spettrographic and NAA TeCaTA A would have been Jess untrue is this is what. had happened _ 

when those initial 17 pages were provided rather ‘than. over a : thousands which existed as 

“Both "y, Weisberg and Mr. Lssar indicate ea this would be completely satisfactory Ve 

to them and would cover the scope of the ‘current FOIA requusteee" The later is unmitigated. 

falsehood, one os the reasons the FEL. refused. ‘to make and keep a recording of the a: : 

The simplest basis for making it clear that I could not have made any such statement: 

is the fact that from my knowledge of FEL, practise I knew the importance of the files. eb. 

the Office of Origin and I imew of other testing that has not to this day been acimowloaged_ a 3 

  

in any litigation. I had made an exhaustive . study’ of ‘the Warren Commission's. « copies of : 

FBI recordse I had published in facsimile PHIHQ's alterations of information provided or He 

field offices. I had studied copies of the Labts: 1 [2/63 report ana the rehashing. of ae 

and other such records by the Office of Origin. “and what also ought be a ] ErEEEE persuasive, ee 

there is no reference to any NAA performed on coppen-allay bullet jacket material in this ; 

memoe I had already published the fact of this "omission" or if you prefer "oWersight." 

Contrary to SA Williams' earlier estimate the extent of the know records, inclusive 
on both forms of testing from the lenguage already quoted, is placed at "approximately 20—- . 

30 copied pagew.ee" (In this connection, "copied pages," please refer fe: to ky, Bresson's 

3/21 letter to kr. Lesar refering to 17 pages plus 5 or 22 as of three days ealrier than 

the 3/24 mmo. ) 

It is not possible that lir. tesar said and in fact noWAgbliBaia nob indicated 
that this "would moot the ci¥il litigation." 

While what follows is interesting it is not truthful. - is reference to may alleged 
: vf 

attempt #to formulate some additional BOIA requests regarding the Kennedy assassinationees


